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Executive Summary

Cashoffer LP (“ Cashoffer”, the Project”, or the Portfolio”) offers investors the opportunity to immediately deploy capital into the acquisition of, high-yielding residential 
real estate in Western Canada at an opportune time in the market.

The Portfolio offers the following key attributes:
● The project offers investors the ability to invest alongside established Sponsor AJ Hazzi, an experienced, award winning real estate investor, 

developer, Owner of Vantage West Realty Inc and President of the Kelowna Real Estate Investment Network Chapter.
● A chance for investors to purchase real estate at a significant discount (10-13%)  through the marketing of a website cashoffer.ca
● Investors receive predetermined capital gain by exiting properties utilizing rent to own program on predetermined timeline (2-3 years) With 4:1 

leverage, the equity growth will be 100%  during the option period
● A chance to experience a leveraged rate of return without the need to borrow or seek financing
● Sponsor will personally guarantee loans when necessary. Investors will not be required to contribute additional capital beyond their initial equity 

investment
● The chance to profit from value adding improvements, using the GP’s in house contracting company to create forced appreciation, and increased 

equity.  (Expected 100% return on all capital deployed for renovations)
● Ability to experience enhanced cash-flow through the higher rent payments received through rent to own program (typically 20% higher than rent)
● The chance to empower aspiring homeowners with a stepping stone into home ownership through offering the portfolio’s properties on a rent to 

own program
● Enjoy better security through, purchasing at a margin of safety, collecting non refundable deposits (approx 5%) from tenant buyers which will accrue 

and become a 7 figure contingency fund, and deferring all maintenance costs to the tenant buyer per rent to own agreement.
● A chance to capitalize on the occasional lucrative flipping or development opportunity that the sponsor comes across during his day to day 

operation of Vantage West Realty Inc. (The fund will allocate no more than 10-20% of the funds capital towards speculative projects)
● A chance to invest using corporate dollars and create tax efficiency.

This fund is the combination of Sponsor’s two decades of experience as an investor, realtor and leader.  Cashoffer LP utilizes the Sponsor’s infrastructure to execute the 
most profitable strategies in both a diversified, and appropriately leveraged portfolio of real estate investments. 



What is 
Cashoffer LP?

A Winning Combination 



The Problem
“We must first understand the 

challenges faced by all the 

stakeholders, to appreciate how 

Cashoffer LP fits into the marketplace”



The Problem for the 
motivated seller

● Listing on MLS takes time, effort 
and money

● Terribly inconvenient

● No control or certainty of 
dollars or timeline



Target Market 1- Motivated Sellers

● Behind on payments, pre foreclosure
● Deferred maintenance, cash calls
● Divorce, Probate
● Inheritance
● Transferred out of town
● In need of instant liquidity for time sensitive opportunity
● Have an offer on next home, need to sell current to complete deal
● Investors selling a multiple property portfolio
● Realtor at the end of his listing contract
● Guaranteed Sale program of vantage west realty

Who is our target market?



The Problem for the 
Empowered Renter, 
(Our other customer)

● Wasting money on Rent

● Can’t get the banks to play ball

● Not enough down payment for 
private lending (20% required)



Target Market 2, Rent to Own Buyers (tenants on steroids)

● Foreign Buyers 
● Business for self
● Divorce
● New or Rebuilding Credit
● People waiting on a home to sell
● Tenants looking to get a foothold in the market
● Tenant’s with $20,000+ for Deposit

Who is our target market?



Creating better 
Cash-flow and 
Capital gain with 
Cashoffer’s Rent to 
Own Program

● Non refundable deposit 20k+

● No Maintenance expenses 

● Higher monthly rent payments

● No Vacancy risk

● LP retains title on property 



The Problem for 
today’s investor

● Hard to find good deals that 
cash-flow

● New rental rules make it more 
difficult to be a landlord

● Extremely hard to finance 
investment properties



The Conduit

By providing a solution for all 
parties, Cashoffer LP can carve 
out an exceptional return, whilst 
providing a much needed service 
to both customer segments.

Motivated 
Seller

Empowered 
Renter



$530,000
Cashoffer.ca Price

12% Discount

$600,000
Fair Market Value

Bank Appraisal

$665,000
3 Year Lease Option

@3.5%



                    $40,000,000

→ $10,000,000

→ $30,000,000



4:1 Leverage

● Boosts Cash on Cash Return

● 25% lift in value = 100% increase 
in Fund equity

● Allows for max diversification

● Only GP Guarantees loans

● LP’s dont need to borrow



Return on a
3 year Rent to 
Own

This does not include any forced 
appreciation through renovations



Infrastructure

This fund takes advantage of all 
of the GP’s existing infrastructure

● Sales & Marketing 
● Tenant Screening
● Renovations & Staging  

Placements

Vantage West 
Realty

Vantage Home 
Services

Property 
Management



The Service Team
Cashoffer Limited Partnership

Tyler Stedham
Licensed Home Inspector, 
A Step Above Inspections. 

Heather Hazzi Peter Boyes
Vantage West Realty - 

Interior design and 
staging services 

Project Manager for 
Concept Green 

Contracting & Vantage 
Home Services

Ezra Cremers
Property Manager at 
Vantage PM Services 

Leasing Agent & Tenant 
Screening 



Why now?
We believe that 2019 & 2020 represent the 
perfect opportunity to execute this strategy, 
Here’s why...



“The economic fundamentals of our real estate market in BC are very good, and point to long term growth.  It is only the 
recently introduced, “Market Influencers” that have created a temporary buying opportunity.  It feels like a slump, however, 
based on the Analysis of myself and the Real Estate Intelligence Network, we have determined that we are only in the “late 
recovery” stage of the market, with an entire, multi-year boom in front of us before we experience a Slump.  We are of the 
opinion that the next year to year and a half will be our buying window, with 3+ years of Growth ahead” ~ May 3rd 2019 



Be fearful when others are greedy and 
greedy when others are fearful

“ “



    Proof of Concept

● Properly launched the summer of 2018 with $8.5 million from 
investors.

● Initiating their efforts in Calgary, Properly purchased seven homes in 
January 2019 representing about 1.5 per cent of the city's total deals 
on detached houses.

● For 2019, the company plans to buy about $50 million worth of homes 
in Calgary, which could add up to more than 100 houses. 

● Essentially the industry standard in this institutional buyer 
(iBuyer) space, Opendoor, opened its doors in 2014 initially 
raising $9 million from some VC heavyweights.

● Now at a $3.7 billion valuation their expansion into the Canadian 
market seems inevitable.

● To date they have raised $1.3 billion in equity with approximately 
$3 billion in debt financing.



Threats & Risk Mitigants
Threats

Market exposure: with an illiquid asset like real estate, holding an inventory of homes expands the risk exposure for 
potential losses.

Economic Downturn: When things like GDP and income growth rates shrink while unemployment and interest rates rise, this 
dynamic can present real challenges in sustaining a healthy bottom line.

Adoption/ Market Share: As with anything new, there is always a psychological hurdle for those in the iBuyer space to 
overcome. With similar companies also looking for national exposure, it could appear overwhelming for the consumer and 
investor base.

Risk Mitigants

● The Lease Optioning model allows for sustained cash-flow through economic corrections and downturns, supporting 
leveraged exposure and thus maintaining good standing with lending institutions.  Rent to Own contracts would be 
extended to allow for market appreciation to occur

● By focusing on an asset class like lower to mid range single-family homes, price fluctuations are lessened.

● Expansion into other  Canadian markets will create economic diversity offsetting market volatility.

● Unlike other companies in this space, we are working on a premise of larger margins and more selective volume.



Triple Valuation 
Methodology:
HPI + Landcor + 
CMA by AJ Hazzi









● Quarterly Distributions 
of 8% in year one and 2 
to allow for growth

● Opportunity for return 
of Capital in year 3


